"Inkatha has
respect for the individual
'and respect for human
life, believing that this is
the only basis for
building true
democracy."

"Inkatha gives
choice a real chance in
South Africa. That is
why Inkatha is standing
up to be counted now,
and asks for your
support."

economic problems.
Inkatha is totally dedicated to building
not destroying; Inkatha is totally dedicated
to democracy in all respects, and in
particular to the competing multi-party
system; Inkatha is totally dedicated to an
enterprise driven economic system that will
create the wealth we need to solve the
peoples'realproblems; Inkatha is totally
dedicated to achieving its political aims
peacefully, because it has respect for the
individual and respect for human life,
believing that this is the only basis for
building true democracy.
If this position stands in stark contrast
to that of the ANC and its allies, this
should not surprise us; at a time when
many African leaders who are respected
throughout the world, are discarding the
one-party system for a multi-party
system, and at a time when the whole
East European Communist world is moving
into democratic and alliance-based systems
of democracy it is strange for us to see the
ANC and its allies clinging on to policies
and ideas that are already discredited.
Could it be that they, like some of the
still Communist-linked parties and
governments in Eastern Europe, are fearful
that the true democrat isat ion of this country
will leave them with a much smaller power
base than their propaganda machine likes to
claim?
It is said that the more that some people
feel unsure of themselves, the more they
resort to hitting out at their opponents rather
than dealing in rational argument. The ANC
and its allies have had a long time to
produce the plans that will save this
country, but it is significant that tittle of
these have appeared in public, and what has
come into the open - nationalisation, for
example - has been a resounding flop!
Perhaps this is why they are happy to
continue to let their thugs do their
politicising for them? They may
temporarily beat good, ordinary people into
submission, but they won't win their hearts.
And silent acquiescence can bum into
outright rejection when the secret ballot box
is there for people to say what they really
want.
That is why there has to be choice for
there to be democracy. Inkatha gives choice
a real chance in South Africa. That is why
Inkatha is standing up to be counted now,
and asks for your support, either directly or
indirectly. Inkatha is as interested in allies
as it is in members."

12 Reasons
to back
Inkatha
1. It is the biggest black political
movement in South Africa.
2. It is lead by the muchrespected President Buthelezi.
3. It led the opposition to
apartheid from inside South

Africa.
4. It lead the fight against
'homelands'.
5. It fought successfully for the
release of political prisoners.
6. It is against violence, and proj peaceful negotiation.
7. It is liked and respected by
moderates of all kinds in South
Africa.
8. It believes in an enterprise-led
growth economy.
9. It believes in establishing a
multi-party democracy and it is
actively building from its strength
a fully effective, well organised,
democratic political party to fight
elections in the new South Africa.
10. It is dedicated to harnessing
the great resources of the country
to fight the real enemies of the
people, namely: poverty, hunger,
unemployment, disease,
ignorance, insecurity, loneliness,
and moral decay.
11. It has opened its membership
to all South Africans.
12. It is seeking alliances and
partnerships with like-minded
moderates and democratic parties.
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